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What's New in Infor CloudSuite Industrial version 
9.00.30 
This document briefly lists the new features in this release of the product. 

Mongoose version 

This version of Infor CloudSuite uses the Infor Mongoose framework 9.01.40. 

Integration with other Infor products 

This version of Infor CloudSuite integrates with these products: 

 Contextual (Embedded) BI 10.4

 Infor PLM Accelerate 10.11.2

 Infor BI for Infor CloudSuite 9.00.x (integrated cubes and reports with Application Studio 10.6)

 Infor Business Analytics 10.4.0.2 and Infor Reporting 10.3 (using the latest version of Business 
Vault)

 Infor CPM 10.3.0

 Infor CRM (ICBOE 1.0.2)

 Infor e-Commerce 14.9

 Infor Demand+ 10.4.2

 Infor EAM 11.1

 Infor ION 11.1 and ION CE 11.1

 Infor CloudSuite Industrial Enterprise Financials (SunSystems 6.1)

 Infor Global Financials (formerly Varial) 2.15

 Infor Ming.le 11.1 and Ming.le 11.1 CE

 Infor Motion - Road Warrior 10.2.4

 Infor PLM 10.2

 Infor Product Configuration Management 8.0, 8.1, and 8.1c

 Infor CloudSuite Portals (Sharepoint and IPF 4.0)

 Infor SCE Warehouse Management 10.3.1

 Infor Time Track 4.00

 Infor UI 3.0

 Infor Warehouse Mobility 3.02.01

 Infor XM 8.3.1.21 
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 Inforce 10.7.3

Integrations 

Integration with PLM Accelerate 

Infor CloudSuite now provides integration with Infor PLM Accelerate version 10.11.2 using BODs 

through Infor ION. (This is in addition to the integration with Infor PLM Discrete that uses proprietary 

XML files.) The integration includes new BODs, SyncBillofMaterials and SyncWorkCenter,, as well 

as some changes to existing BODs. For more information about the PLM Accelerate integration, see 

Infor CloudSuite Industrial Integration Guide for Infor PLM Accelerate.  

Integration with Infor Local.ly 

Infor CloudSuite can be integrated with the GEMS and reporting features of Infor Local.ly.  For more 

information, see Infor CloudSuite Industrial Integration Guide for Infor Local.ly.  

We now support exporting data to be available for reporting with Local.ly. On the Intranets form we 

have added the Server, File Location, and Database Server fields. We have created these report 

forms: External Journal Report, External Ledger Report, External Trial Balance Report, 

External AP VAT Report, External AR VAT Report, and External Tax Delivery Documentation. 

Infor Ming.le 

Sending alerts from Infor CloudSuite to display in the Infor Ming.le Alerts panel 

When an event associated with certain publications, for example CustomerCreditHoldAlert or 

LateOrderShippingAlert, occurs in Infor CloudSuite, a PulseAlert BOD is sent to Infor ION, which can 

then be displayed as an alert in Infor Ming.le. Infor CloudSuite users can subscribe to these 

publications through either the Mobile Alerts or Publication Subscribers form. Information about 

the user who subscribed to the publication is included in the PulseAlerts BOD. If the same user is 

defined in Infor Ming.le, IFS and Infor CloudSuite, and if the user has the appropriate Infor Ming.le 

permissions, the alert is displayed on the user's Alerts panel in Infor Ming.le. For more information, 

see the section on Infor Ming.le alerts in the Infor CloudSuite Industrial Configuration Guide for Infor 

Ming.le.  

Displaying a critical number in Infor Ming.le 

Use the new User Critical Number Selection form to select critical numbers to display as widgets 

on Infor CloudSuite forms in Infor Ming.le.  
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PCM 

We have added an additional site parameter to the HeaderID that is currently passed into the 

Configurator. Customers with multiple databases can now migrate to a single application database 

without needing Unique Order prefixes. 

We have changed the integration to PCM to support running in the Cloud. There is now one code 

base that works for both on-premise and Cloud versions. On the Inventory Parameters form, we 

have added the Initialize Configurator button. We have also added the Authentication Key field 

and the Metadata Instance field. The Configuration Rule Sets form has been changed to only 

contain the new Configuration Name Space field and the new Configuration Rule Set field. We 

have removed the Close Configuration Tab button.  

Microsoft Office 

The Excel Add-In now has a simple method to retrieve Chart of Accounts Dimension and attributes 

directly into Excel Worksheet. There is a new COA Dimension button on the toolbar. The button 

brings up the new Chart of Accounts Dimension Detail screen. The Excel Add-In can now also 

produce a financial statement in a different currency other than the domestic or functional currency 

of an entity or site. We added the Currency field to the Report Wizard, and the currency parameter 

can be used for several functions. 

BI for Infor CloudSuite Industrial 

The reporting system now supports history data, so you can query or report archived data. 

There is a new currency dimension which allows all monetary amounts in different currencies to be 

loaded for all sites. This means that you can select one currency within reports to display results in 

the currency you want.  

There is a new Ledger Analysis cube which analyzes ledger transaction data. With the added 

extended dimensions, you can query and analyze ledger transaction data by using 1 to 15 attributes 

for different business scenarios. 

Report Templates 

We added a new form type to the A/P Check Printing/Posting activity for a 3-Part Check. We 

added the A/P Check Form Type field on the Accounts Payable Parameters form. On the A/P 

Check Printing/Posting form, the Form Type field has the new type of 3-Part Laser.  

We now provide report template options of Standard, Simple and Detail for the Purchase Order 

Report. On the Purchasing Parameters form, we added the Report Templates tab which has the 

new Purchase Order Template field. We also added the Purchase Order Template field to the 

Purchase Order Report form. Other new fields on the Purchase Order Report form are: Print 

Drawing Number, Print EU Code, Print Delivery/Inco Terms, Print Origin Code, Print 

Commodity Code, Print Header On All Pages, and Print Authorization Signatures. 
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We now provide report template options of Standard, Simple and Detail for the Order Invoice 

Report. On the Order Entry Parameters form, we added the Report Templates tab which has the 

new Order Invoice Template field. On the Order Invoicing/Credit Memo form, the Form Type 

field has these new options: Standard, Simple, Detail, and Draft. Other new fields on the Order 

Invoicing/Credit Memo form are: Print Drawing Number, Print Tax, Print Currency Code, Print 

Delivery/Inco Terms, Print EU Details, and Print Header On All Pages. 

We now provide report template options of Standard, Simple and Detail for the Order Verification 

Report. On the Order Entry Parameters form, we added the Report Templates tab which has the 

new Order Verification Template field. We also added the Order Verification Template field on the 

Order Verification Report form. On the General Parameters form, we added the URL field. On the 

Accounts Receivable Parameters form, we added the E-mail field. On the Order Verification 

Report form, we have added these new fields: Print Drawing Number, Print Tax, Print 

Delivery/Inco Terms, Print EU Code, Print Commodity Code, Print Origin Code, Print Currency 

Code, Print Header On All Pages, and Print End User Item. 

We now provide report template options of Standard, Simple and Detail for the Shipment Packing 

Slip Report. On the Order Entry Parameters form, we added the Report Templates tab which has 

the new Shipment Packing Slip Template field. We also added the Certificate of Conformance 

Text field on the Order Entry Parameters form. We added the Packing Slip Template field on the 

Shipment Packing Slip Report form. We have also added these fields: Print Header On All 

Pages, Print Between Packages, Print Certificate of Conformance, Print Package Weight, 

Print Delivery/Inco Terms, and Print EU Details. 

We now provide report template options of Standard and Simple for the Customer Statements 

Report. On the Accounts Receivable Parameters form, we added the Report Templates tab which 

has the new Customer Statements Template field. We also added the Customer Statements 

Template field on the Customer Statements Report form. 

We now provide report template options of Standard and Simple for the A/R Invoice Credit Debit 

Memo Report. On the Accounts Receivable Parameters form, we added the A/R Invoice Credit 

Debit Memo Template field. On the A/R Invoice Credit Debit Memo Report form, we changed the 

options in the Form Type field to: Standard, Simple, and Draft. We also added the Print Header On 

All Pages field. 

We now provide report template options of Standard, Simple, and Detail for the Print Price 

Adjustment Invoice Report. On the Print Price Adjustment Invoice form, new options for the 

Form Type field are: Standard, Simple, and Detail. 

We now provide report template options of Standard, Simple, and Detail for the Change Order 

Report. On the Purchasing Parameters form, we added the Purchase Order Template field. We 

also added that field on the Change Order Report form. Other new fields on the Change Order 

Report form are: Print Drawing Number, Print EU Code, Print Delivery/Inco Terms, Print 

Commodity Code, Print Origin, Print Header On All Pages, and Print Authorization Signatures. 

We now provide report template options of Standard, and Detail for the Estimate Response Form 

Report. On the Order Entry Parameters form, we added the Estimate Response Template field. 

We also added that field on the Estimate Response Form Report form in addition to these fields: 

Print Drawing Number, Print Due Date, Print End User Item, Print Projected Date, and Print 

Header On All Pages. 
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We enhanced the Shipment Pro Forma Invoice Report. We added the Harmonized Tariff 

Schedule Codes form. On the Items form, we added the HTS Code field along with a description 

field. These fields are added to the Shipment Pro Forma Invoice Report: HTS Code, ECCN, 

Commodity Code, Country of Origin, and Delivery Terms.  

Accounting and Financials 

We added these accounting and financial features: 

EFT Formats 

We have provided NACHA EFT format for both PPD and CCD vendors. We now also allow all EFT 

formats to be set on the individual vendor level, which allows users to use multiple EFT formats. We 

added these forms: Bank File Format and Bank Code Bank File Format. We added the Format 

and Bank Code fields on the Accounts Payable Parameters form.  We added the EFT Format 

field to the Vendors and Multi-Site Vendors forms. We added the Format field to the A/P EFT 

Postings form. 

Banking 

We have enhanced banking so that it also meets the requirements for France, Germany, Italy and 

Spain. On the Bank Reconciliations form, we added the Bank Transit Number field and the IBAN 

field. On the Customers and Multi-Site Customers forms, we added these fields: Customer Bank, 

Bank Transit Number, Bank Name, Account Name, Bank Account, Business Identifier Code 

(BIC), and IBAN. On the Countries form, we added the Bank Transit Number Mask field. On the 

Vendors and Multi-Site Vendors forms, we added these fields: Vendor Bank and Business 

Identifier Code (BIC). 

Chargebacks 

We have added Chargeback approval capability during and after AR Payment Processing. Approval 

statuses are Approved, Pending, and Denied. If a Chargeback is approved prior to AR Payment 

Posting, a Credit Memo will be generated to offset the original invoice. If the status is Pending or 

Denied, a separate “chargeback invoice” is created in the amount of the chargeback. Chargebacks 

approved after AR Payment Posting will generate an offsetting Credit Memo to the Chargeback 

Invoice. On the Chargebacks form, we have added these fields: Chargeback Invoice, Credit 

Memo, and Chargeback Status. On the A/R Posted Transactions Detail form, the Disc. 

Allowance field is now the Disc. Allowance/Chargeback field. On the Chargeback Transaction 

Report form, we have removed the Approve Status field and have added these fields: Approved, 

Denied, and Pending. 
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Cancellation posting for single-entry accounting 

For businesses that use single-entry accounting, a negative sign (–) is needed to identify 

cancellation or reversal adjustments. We added an option on the General Parameters form to 

enable this identification for applicable transactions on the Invoices, Debit and Credit Memos and 

A/P Vouchers and Adjustments forms. The negative sign is displayed on subsequent posted 

transactions, journal entries, and ledger reports for each transaction.  

These forms and reports have been updated to identify cancellation posting transactions: 

 A/P Posted Transactions Detail

 A/R Posted Transactions Detail

 A/P Voucher Posting Report

 G/L Posted Transactions

 Journal Entries

 General Ledger Report

 General Ledger Transaction Report

 General Ledger Worksheet Report

 Invoice Transaction Report

 Journal Control Number Report

 Journal Transaction Report

 Ledger Control Number Report

 Trial Balance Report

Separate debit and credit totals on reports 

We added a report formatting option to display separate debit and credit totals for posted ledger 

transactions. Period totals maintain period activity and include separate totals for debit and credit 

amounts.  

The new option is available for these activities and reports: 

 Invoice Posting

 A/P Voucher Posting Report

 General Ledger Report

 General Ledger Worksheet Report

 Invoice Transaction Report

 Trial Balance Report

The Rebalance Ledger Period Totals utility has been updated to manage the calculation of 

separate debit and credit totals. If cancellation posting is also enabled, this utility includes negative-

signed debits and credits in its calculations. When cancellation posting is not enabled, separate debit 

and credit totals are determined using only the positive or negative state of the original transactions.  

Transaction compression, such as the Mass Journal Posting activity or the Compress General 

Ledger Transactions utility, eliminates the detail necessary for tracking separate debit and credit 
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amounts and for providing the treatment for cancellation notation. The Rebalance Ledger Period 

Totals utility records only a single debit amount or credit amount when the ledger uses transaction 

compression. 

SEPA direct debit functionality 

We added SEPA direct debit functionality, which enables a European company to collect payment 

from its customers electronically, in coordination with the company's bank. We added a new A/R 

payment type of direct debit for use with this enhancement. A/R payment data is sent to the 

company bank using a SEPA XML file, which generates a request that the bank collect funds 

from  the customer and debit the funds to the company's account.  

After posting a direct debit A/R payment, the new DebitTransfer BOD is populated by Infor 

CloudSuite, then processed by Infor Local.ly. Infor Local.ly then creates the SEPA file, which is sent 

to the bank to request direct debit. 

Users must establish a SEPA mandate agreement with customers before using this functionality. 

This enhancement includes these new forms: 

 A/R Direct Debits

 A/R Direct Debit Posting

 Void A/R Posted Direct Debit

 A/R Direct Debit Purge

Bank statements 

Infor CloudSuite can now display the content of electronic bank statements in a new Bank 

Statement form. Infor Local.ly Global Electronic Messaging Service (GEMS) receives the statement 

from the bank, in the bank's proprietary electronic message format, and transforms the message into 

an Infor standard BankStatement BOD, which is then sent to Infor CloudSuite.  

Infor CloudSuite and Infor Local.ly currently support the MT940 and camt053 electronic bank 

statements for use in Germany, France, Italy and Spain. Use of these statements in other countries 

might require additional testing. 

Each Bank Statement record displays information relating to one of your company's bank accounts 

for a specific period. The statement shows the customer, vendor, and employee bank transactions 

that have been applied to the account. The records can be filtered to show a specific customer, 

vendor or employee.  

The header information is formatted dynamically based on the information in the BOD. It can include 

information such as the starting and ending balance for the account for the period, the period starting 

and ending dates, and the currency that is used for all transactions in the statement. The statement 

line detail shows debit and credit transactions and amounts, listed with the appropriate domain and 

family codes that describe the type of transaction. (Chinese transactions show positive and negative 

numbers rather than credit and debit.) Records can also be filtered by domain and family codes.  
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The detail information is formatted dynamically; the grid column headings and content are set based 

on the format used by a particular bank.  

When a bank statement BOD is received into Infor CloudSuite, automatic payments are generated 

for any A/P transactions in the statement that have a domain family code of IDDT (Issued Direct 

Debits) or ICDT (Issued Credit Transfers). Use the A/P button on the Bank Statement form to view 

the A/P payment transactions that were created automatically. No automated processing is 

performed for any other types of transactions on the statement. 

Manual reconciliation must be performed between the transactions shown in the Bank Statement 

form and the transactions shown in the Bank Reconciliations form.  

When you have completely reconciled a Bank Statement record with the transactions shown in the 

Bank Reconciliations form, select the Processed field on the Bank Statement record  to indicate 

that the record has been processed. You can then use the new Bank Statement Purge Utility to 

purge the processed records individually or in batches on a regular schedule. 

New forms were added that define the ISO Bank Transaction Domain Codes, ISO Bank 

Transaction Domain Family Codes, and ISO Bank Transaction Domain Sub Family Codes that 

are used in the bank statement records.  

The Payment Type field on the A/P Payments form was updated to include a Direct Debit option. 

A Pay Type field was added to the A/P Wire Posting form, so you can select and post direct debit 

A/P payment transactions.  

DAS2 fiscal reporting 

Companies in France that do business with independent consultants must provide DAS2 declaration 

forms at the end of each tax year for fiscal reporting. We added support for this DAS2 fiscal 

reporting. The new reporting system includes these forms:  

 Fiscal Reporting Systems form. A description of the reporting system and the threshold

amount for when the report must be used are specified on this form.

 Fiscal Reporting System Types form. Classification types for the fiscal reporting system are

provided on this form. These types allow you to classify the financial transactions that will be

reported.

 Fiscal Reporting System Form Printing Report form. This form is used to generate DAS2

declaration forms for applicable` vendors.

On the Vendors form we added a Fiscal Reporting tab for setting up vendors for DAS2 reporting. On 

the A/P Vouchers and Adjustments form, we added a Fiscal Reporting System Type field, so 

voucher amounts can be grouped by a specified classification type. We also added this field to the 

A/P Posted Transactions Detail form, so the classification type can be displayed for applicable 

posted transactions.  
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Using percentages, fixed amounts, remainders, or statistical account 
values to allocate expenses 

Previously, you could use the Chart of Account Allocations form to define and maintain rules 

based on percentages to govern the distribution of expenses to several accounts.  

Now you have more options for distributing expenses on the Chart of Account Allocations form: 

 You can include percentages in the rules, as previously. To do this, specify the Allocation Basis

Type as Percentage and specify the percentage in the Basis Rate field. For an example of this,

see Allocating Expenses Using Percentages.

 You can include fixed allocation amounts in the rules. To do this, specify the Allocation Basis

Type as Fixed Amount and specify the fixed amount in the Basis Rate field. For an example of

this, see Allocating Expenses Using Fixed Amounts and Remainders.

 You can specify a “remainder” basis to distribute amounts that are not allocated by other parts of

the rule. To do this, specify the Allocation Basis Type as Remainder. For an example of this,

see Allocating Expenses Using Fixed Amounts and Remainders.

 You can specify a variable allocation that can change from month to month, using YTD values

from a statistical account on the Chart of Accounts Budget and Plan form to determine the

amounts that are allocated. To do this, specify the Allocation Basis Type, select Allocate by

Statistical Account, and specify the statistical account number. For an example of this, see

Allocating Expenses with Variable Percentages based on YTD Amounts from Statistical

Accounts.

To support these options, new fields were added on the Chart of Account Allocations form, and 

some validations were added on the Chart of Account Budget and Plan form.  

Ledger dimension object and pre-defined dimension analysis attributes 

We enhanced our dimensions functionality to provide a Ledger dimension object with three 

dimensions and a number of dimension attributes copied from the Chart of Accounts object. We also 

provide 15 pre-defined dimension analysis attributes for this new Ledger object.  

Dimension analysis attributes are similar to unit codes but are more flexible, because they are 

configurable and can provide analysis choices for users. After analysis attributes are configured by 

an administrator and assigned to dimensions, and then the dimensions are assigned to accounts, 

the analysis attributes are displayed on journal transaction forms, so users can select which values 

to analyze. The values are stored for a specific journal transaction based on the associated account. 

The values are also transferred to the posted ledger transaction and stored in association with the 

ledger transaction similar to the way documents or notes are stored.  

In addition to the 15 pre-defined dimension analysis attributes, administrators can define unlimited 

dimension attributes for the Ledger object. Analysis data captured by these attributes is also stored 

indefinitely. Historical data can be overwritten using a ledger attributes update utility. 

Ledger dimension details can be viewed, queried, and exported for analysis. The data can be also 

be used with Infor BI and Infor Query & Analysis for more powerful analysis.  

These forms have been added: 
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 The Ledger Dimension Analysis Attributes form is used to quickly configure one or more of

the 15 dimension analysis attributes and apply them to new or existing Ledger dimensions. This

form is for configuring simple analysis attributes that do not require new tables, table joins, or

IDO information.

 The Ledger Dimensions form is used to define or modify dimensions for the Ledger object.

Administrators can add and delete dimensions and change dimension descriptions.

Administrators can also add or delete attributes for the dimensions, including the pre-defined

analysis attributes, and make some attribute modifications. A Ledger Dimensions Query form

has also been added.

 The Ledger Dimension Details form is used to view and export output data for a specified

Ledger dimension. Users can filter ledger rows by transaction date and account. Also, users can

display the details of a ledger row in addition to just the ledger dimension attributes/analysis

attributes.

 The General Ledger Attributes Update form is used to update dimension attributes/analysis

attributes of a ledger by batch. The process can be run as a background task.

These forms have been updated: 

 The Dimension Attributes form has been updated so administrators can create Ledger

dimension attributes and configure complex Ledger dimension analysis attributes. While other

dimension attributes can be created or deleted on this from, the provided ledger dimension

attributes can only be modified, and the 15 pre-defined dimension analysis attributes can only be

configured and modified.

 The Chart of Accounts form has been updated so users can assign a Ledger dimension to a

specific account. The assigned dimension determines which dimension analysis attributes are

displayed and maintainable on the Journal Entries, Import Journal Entries, and G/L Posted

Transactions forms for journal and ledger transactions. It also determines which ledger

dimension attributes are associated with ledger rows, corresponding to the account.

 The Journal Entries, Import Journal Entries, and G/L Posted Transactions forms have been

updated to include the dimension analysis attributes, for use with system journal, the General

journal, and user-defined journal transactions. The G/L Posted Transactions form also displays

all ledger dimension attributes.

Alternate Exchange Rates 

Alternate exchange rates, supplied by your vendors, may now be specified, on the Generate AP 

Transactions form, in cases when a specific exchange rate should be used for calculating taxes. 

General 

Windows and SQL 

We now support Windows Server 2012 R2, Windows 10, and SQL 2014. 
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User Start Form 

We added a new “User Start” form and the concept of sub-forms that allows a user to specify the 

sub-forms contained on the User Start form that are specific to that user. This can all be done while 

in “Run” mode in Infor CloudSuite Industrial – in other words, the user does not need to go into 

design mode to perform this action. To support this enhancement, we created these new forms: 

UserStartForm, UserStartFormSelectSubForms, StartFormsSubForms, 

DisplayCriticalNumbers, and DisplayWebBrowser.  

The User Start form can display any combination of Critical Numbers (KPIs) or multiple web browser 

instances. These Critical Number and browser sub-forms can be added at runtime using the Select 

Sub-Forms form, and can be rearranged using drag and drop. The selected Critical Number and 

browser sub-forms, along with their arrangement on the form, will persist across user sessions. The 

User Start form thereby provides a convenient way for a user to create a personalized dashboard 

showing KPIs and web pages grouped together on one form. 

Item Compliance 

We have made compliance easier to change and we now display more information in a new grid on 

the Item Compliance Assignment Utility form. We have added the Updated By field on the 

Compliance Programs form. On the Items form, we have added the Compliant View tab that lists 

non-compliant components. 

Human Resources 

Managing Human Resources tasks and processes 

Use the new Process Manager form to set up configurable processes that you can use to manage 

HR tasks. For example, you can set up a process to “onboard” (hire) a new employee. The process 

includes tasks that might be performed by different people. You can assign the tasks and specify the 

date when each task is to be completed.  

The users to whom tasks are assigned receive an automated e-mail to notify them that they have an 

assigned task with a due date. On the Process Manager form,they review and complete the task. 

They can attach documents or add notes as needed.  

You can set up reusable templates for repetitive processes. For example, you could create a 

template that contains the standard tasks that have to be performed when you hire a sales 

representative.  

The tasks that you add to a template can specify the role (employee position) to which each task is 

assigned. You can also specify an “offset days” value for each task in the template, which is used to 

calculate the due dates for tasks in the resulting process.  
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Use the new Process Manager – Tasks form to set up reusable tasks to use when the same steps 

are performed in many processes. An accompanying Process Manager Tasks Query form is also 

provided. 

The new Process Manager – Process Types form lets you set up types of processes, for example, 

Hiring, Promotion, Transfer, Medical Leave, or Termination.  

Use the new Process Manager Purge Utility to delete a range of processes or templates. 

For more information about this new feature, see About the Process Manager. 

Quick access to forms for setting up employee information 

We added buttons on the Employees form so that you can quickly go to related forms to fill out 

additional information for a selected employee - for example, insurance and salary information, work 

experience, vacation allowance, and so on. 

Rehiring an employee 

Use the new Rehire Employee form to rehire a former employee after a break in service. You can 

determine whether the employee’s accumulated service days include previous periods of 

employment. The Adjusted Date of Hire is displayed on the Employees form. The employee’s 

original hire date and termination date are saved in the new Employee Employment Positions 

form. For more information, see Rehiring an Employee and Adjusting the Hire Date.   

Employee Status field and form changes 

The Employee Status field was moved from the Employee Positions form to the Employees form. 

The field now applies to all employees regardless of position. The Status field was also removed 

from the Employee Position History form. 

A new Type field was added on the Employee Status form. This field indicates whether employees 

with a selected status are active, on leave, or terminated. 

The Paid Sick and Paid Vacation fields on the Employee Status form were removed. Use the Paid 

Sick and Paid Vacation fields on the Employees form to specify this information for each employee 

independent of the employee's status or position. 

Updates for head of household 

On the Tax Codes Exempt form, a new, additional Tax Tables tab stores values for the head of 

household. These values are used in income tax calculations in some cities and states.  (Head of 

Household is an existing option in the Marital Status field on the Employees form.) 
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Better reporting of employee injuries for Workers' Compensation 

Infor CloudSuite now provides more forms and fields that can be used to report employee injuries 

and to provide required information for Workers’ Compensation.  

These forms have been modified to support this feature: 

 The Employee Injuries form includes many new fields.

 The Deduction and Earning Codes form has a new WC Class Code field.

 The Prov/States form has new fields that list the Worker’s Comp abbreviation, state code, and

jurisdiction code for states and provinces.

 The Tax Parameters form has a new WC Industry Classification Code field.

These new forms support this feature: 

 Workers’ Compensation Authorities

 Workers’ Compensation Data Collection Organizations

 Workers’ Compensation Initial Treatment Codes

 Workers’ Compensation Injury Codes

 Workers’ Compensation Injury Groups

 Workers’ Compensation Insurers

 Workers’ Compensation Insurers Query

 Workers’ Compensation Policies

For more information, see Setting Up Workers’ Compensation Codes and Reporting an Employee 

Injury for Workers’ Compensation.  

Creating and Maintaining Employees 

The Employee 360 form allows you to manage employee records from a single form. 

Inventory Control and Material Planning 

Viewing source information from order entry and other forms 

Users who work in the Customer Order Lines, Project Resources, Service Order Lines, or Job 

Materials forms might not have the appropriate authorizations to open other forms that contain 

sourcing information about related jobs, projects, requisitions, transfer orders, item locations, 

purchase orders, or service orders. We added sourcing status information to those four forms, so 

users can quickly view details about the source transactions and determine when the source 

material is expected to be available. 

A new Source tab was added to these forms: 
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 Customer Order Lines: The Source field was moved from the General tab to the Source tab.

These read-only sub-tabs are included on the new Source tab:  Inventory, Purchase Order,

Job, Requisition, Transfer, Project, and SRO. The Incident field was moved from the General

tab to the SRO sub-tab but can still be updated.

 Project Resources: The Source field was moved from the General tab to the Source tab.

These read-only sub-tabs are included on the new Source tab: Inventory, Purchase Orders,

Job, Requisition, and SRO.

 Service Order Lines: The Source field was moved to the Source tab. These read-only sub-tabs

are included on the new Source tab: Inventory, Purchase Orders, Job, Requisition, Transfer,

and Project.

On the Job Materials form, the existing Source tab was updated to include these read-only sub-

tabs: Inventory, Purchase Orders, Job, Requisition, and Transfer. 

In addition, on the Customer Order Lines form, we added a Shipping tab with a grid and buttons for 

tracking shipments by URL or number. 

Better error messages for Import BOM Utility 

Error messages in the Import BOM utility are now more descriptive, to help you determine which 

node is causing the error. In cases where the error is generated from SQL, we now capture and 

provide some additional information about that error.  

Sort Setup Button 

We added a Sort Setup button to the Resource Sequencing form. Click this button to launch the 

Resource Sequence Sort Setup form, where you can drill into the sort settings of a resource. 

Consolidated Item Data  

The Item 360 form consolidates key item data onto one read-only form. 

Additional Bottleneck Information 

The Item Bottlenecks Report APS form now provides additional information that displays which items 

in your process are bottlenecks. For each Item in the report, the Buyer is included. For each Delayed 

Demand, if that option is chosen, these new fields are included in the report: 

 Quantity

 Demand Due Date

 Demand Projected Date

 Supply Information APS
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Records in the Gateway 

A method has been added that notifies the gateway processor to immediately stop processing 

records and removes the cache entries, which helps ensure that multiple instances of the Planner 

Database are not open at the same time. 

APS Planner Flags 

The Specific APS Options tab has been added to the Planning Parameters and What If Planning 

Parameters forms, and provides a list of the Process Defaults that may be specified at the 

recommendation of Infor Customer Support. 

APS Cloud Administration 

 A new APS Master Service eliminates the need to log into the Utility or Planning server to

perform common APS tasks. The APS Sites and Alternative Management form has been

reorganized and enhanced to let you manage the services directly from the form.

 The Server Service Configuration and Gateway Service Configuration utilities have been

updated to retain their configuration information, so you will be able to stop and start the APS

services without having to reenter that information.

 The background task for the APS Resync All form is enhanced to report status and error

messages to the background task history.

 Two new Action menu entries have been added to the APS Sites and Alternative Management

form, one for the Planner and one for the Scheduler, to allow you to reset the system status in

cases when it is still set to Busy.

 The Planner version number has been added to the background task history messages, to make

it easier to determine if you have the latest version.

 The new APS Support Files utility copies the error and trace files into a compressed archive that

can be used by Infor Support to troubleshoot problems with your APS configuration.

Allow larger Databases 

The total size of your APS Planner Databases can now be as large as the operating system and 

hardware will allow. Currently, this limit is 4 terabytes. Individual database may now exceed 2 

gigabytes.  

Item Overview 

We have added the Item Overview tab to the Purchase Order Lines form. The tab contains a read-

only field that displays item overview text from the Items form if it exists. We have also added a Print 

Item Overview check box on these forms: Past Due Purchase Order Report, Purchase Order 

Report, Vouchers Payable Report, Change Order Report, Goods Receiving Note Report, 
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Vendor ASN Reconciliation Report, Inventory Consigned From Vendor Usage Report, Item At 

Vendor Report, Reprint Vendor Packing Slip Report, Vendor Packing Slip, and Vendor 

Voucher/Debit Memo Report.  

Pick, Pack, Ship 

EDI support has been added for Pick/Pack/Ship activities. An Advanced Ship Notice (ASN) can be 

generated for records that were successfully shipped after performing Shipment Master shipments. 

On the Shipment Master form, we have added the Carrier Number field, the Consignor Number 

field, and the ASN Printed and ASN Extracted check boxes. On the Carrier form, we have added 

the Carrier Number field. We have created the Print Shipment ASN/ Generate EDI ASN form. 

Freight and Misc Charges entered on the Customer Orders form now flow through to the 

Consolidated Invoice when shipping through Pick, Pack, Ship. We have added a Charges tab to the 

Shipment Master form so that you can now enter freight and miscellaneous charges for each 

customer order that is part of the shipment. We have also added a Charges tab to the Consolidated 

Invoice Workbench form so that you can now enter freight and miscellaneous charges for each 

customer order that is part of the shipment associated with the Consolidated Invoice. 

We have added functionality to allow you to unship a shipment. On the Shipment Master form, you 

can now change the shipment status from Ready to Ship or Open to Shipped if the quantity shipped 

equals the quantity picked for each shipment line on the shipment. On the Unpack Inventory form, 

we have removed the Quantity Picked field in the grid and added a Quantity Available field. A new 

form, Unship Shipment, allows you to unship a shipment. 

You can now specify specific order shipment lines for inclusion on the Consolidated Invoice 

Workbench. On the Consolidated Invoice Generation form, we have added the Preview and 

Commit options along with the Process button. We also added a Selections tab that includes 

customer, order, line, release, customer po, shipment and ship date information.  

We have enhanced the pick, pack, ship process to provide more information. On the Inventory 

Parameters form, we have added the Shipment Weight U/M field. We have added the Package 

Types form. The Pack Confirmation form has been redesigned; the Create/Add To Package 

button existed in two places and those buttons have been relabeled Merge Package and Add To 

Package. You can no longer create new packages on this form. We have added the Unmerge 

Package button. We have added the Remove From Package button. We have added the Package 

Type and Weight fields in the grid. On the Shipment Master form, the Weight U/M field is now 

read-only. We also removed the Items and S/N grids from the Packages tab. We added a Packages 

tree. 

You can now specify a new shipment reference type used to assign Shipment Masters to a 

Container. The Shipment Masters provides information for Shipment Masters assigned to the current 

Container including detail for Packages and Items. On the Containers form, the Usage Reference 

field has a new type of shipment. We have added a new Serial Numbers tab on the Containers 

form. The tab displays information for shipment masters with the current container referenced by the 

parent container. On the Pack Workbench form, we have added the Parent Container field on the 

grid. That field has also been added to the Shipment Masters form and the Pack Confirmation 

form.  
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We added starting and ending Pick List fields to the Customer Order Kit Pick List form. We added 

order, line, and release and quantity available information to the Pick Confirmation form. On the 

Pick Workbench form, we added the Print Customer Order Kit Pick List and Include Zero 

Quantity Available Kit Items check boxes and the Warehouse Quantity On Hand field in the grid. 

On the Print Pick Lists form, we added the Print Customer Order Kit Pick List check box, and on 

the Shipment Packing Slip Report form, we added the Print Blank Pickup Date and Print Kit 

Components check boxes. 

On the Shipment Master form, the ship via now defaults from the Customer Orders form instead of 

the Customers form. On the Pick Workbench form, we added the Drop Ship and Drop/Ship To 

fields. On the Shipment Merging form, we added the Ship Via field to the header and to the grid. 

EDI 

EDI Background Task Changes 

The background tasks that import and export EDI flat files were modified. The EdiImport.exe and 

EdiExport.exe files, and the code contained in those executable files, were replaced with IDO 

method calls.  

Optional Modules 

China Localization 

We added the Golden Tax System enhancement for use by those using the China Localization. The 

Golden Tax System issues invoice numbers for all the VAT invoices sent to it and also sends back 

the tax amount based on its calculation. Invoices can be voided by sending a Void File. The China 

Tax Bureau calculates tax for each company summarizing all the tax amount sent to the Golden Tax 

System minus the voided amount. To support this enhancement, we created these new forms: 

Posted Invoices, Generate VAT File, and Import VAT Files. We added these fields to the 

Invoices, Debit and Credit Memos and to the Invoices, Debit and Credit Memos G/L 

Distribution forms: VAT Invoice Number, VAT Adjusted Sales Tax, and VAT Status. We added a 

VAT group box on the Order Entry Parameters form that included these fields: General Bank Code, 

Export File Directory, Import File Directory, Archive File Directory.  
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Credit Card Interface 

Support for Multiple Credit Card Gateways and Currencies 

In the previous version, the Credit Card Interface at one site could work with only one credit card 

gateway such as BridgePay or CenPOS. In most cases, a gateway works with only one bank and 

only one currency. Each gateway can support one or more types of credit cards.  

Now, through the new Credit Card Systems form, you can set up multiple credit card processing 

gateways within one site.  

Each gateway is associated with a bank code. A currency code is associated with the bank. When 

you enter a customer’s credit card information as part of a transaction, a default gateway is selected 

based on the customer or site currency. If you select a different gateway that uses a different 

currency, the total amount of the transaction is adjusted accordingly. See About the Credit Card 

Interface for details.  

These fields that were formerly on the Credit Card Interface Parameters form were moved to the 

new Credit Card Systems form:  

 Credit Card System: The drop-down list where you could select only one gateway type is

replaced on the Credit Card Systems form by the ability to specify multiple Card System ID

records and then specify a description and a card system type, such as BridgePay or CenPOS,

for each system ID.

 Gateway user ID and password

 Payment Server, which is the URL to access the gateway.

 Vendor ID, which displays only if the gateway type is Intrix.

 Merchant ID, which displays only if the gateway type is CenPOS.

 Configure SQL Connection link, which displays only if the gateway type is CenPOS.

Additional fields on the new form include the Bank Code, which has a currency associated with it, 

an Active field that indicates whether the credit card system can currently be used in payment 

transactions, and the Default Credit Card System ID field, which is used to select a default 

gateway to be used with each currency code.  

On the Credit Card Payments form, a new Card System ID field was added, and the currency and 

total amount of the transaction are now updated to match the currency of the selected gateway’s 

bank code.  

The Credit Card Transactions form was updated to include the Card System ID and currency 

fields.  

Change to Credit Card Interface web service calls 

In previous versions, when a transaction used the CenPOS and BridgePay Credit Card Interface 

gateways, the application performed a direct call to the third-party Web service. For cloud-based 

applications, we now use an internal relay web service on the domain. The application makes a 

secure call to the relay service, and the relay service then makes the call to the third-party web 

service. We made changes to the URLs that are used in the configuration of the interfaces. 

However, only CenPOS is currently supported for cloud-based applications. 
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Infor CloudSuite Portals 

Multiple credit card gateway and currency support 

In conjunction with the multiple credit card gateway and currency enhancement to the Credit Card 

Interface, portal credit card transactions can now be processed in the customer's currency, if a 

gateway is set up for that currency in Infor CloudSuite.  

Also, we added support for the CenPOS gateway for credit card orders on the portals, for increased 

security. 

Infor Portal Foundation enhancements  

We have made these changes to the Infor Portal Foundation (IPF): 

 SharePoint out: The portal architecture now uses Microsoft SQL Server for portal data storage,

and the new IPF Control Service for managing IIS and other server-level resources. Microsoft

SharePoint is no longer used, giving the Infor portals a lighter footprint.

 Simplified installer: A new one-screen installer replaces the portal installation wizard. The IPF

Installer creates the IPF Control Database in SQL Server and installs, upgrades, downgrades,

reinstalls, or uninstalls the IPF Control Service. The Installer also grants IPF Control Database

permissions as needed.

 New Farm Manager application: We introduce the new Farm Manager application to support

multi-server farm installations under a load balancer. With the Farm Manager, we also provide

support for running multiple portals, multiple releases of the portal application code, and multiple

versions of the IPF architecture all in a single IPF installation. So, for example, you could work

with test, development, and production portals, all at different application and/or architecture

code levels, all at the same time.

 New page designer with preview: We have added user interface enhancements for existing

developer tools, including a simplified real-time page designer with preview functionality.

 Single sign-on: Single sign-on is now available for users who need to access multiple portals.

After signing in to one portal, the user can open other portals directly, when those portals use the

same back end account.

 Cloud support:  We now provide functionality for running the portals in the cloud.

Simplified maintenance of portal knowledge data 

Because portal data is no longer stored in SharePoint, portal data administrators can now use pages 

in the portal itself to maintain knowledge content, including white papers, press releases, videos, 

FAQs, and announcements. A data migration tool is provided to move content from previous 

versions of IPF to the current version.  

Rich-HTML e-mail messages for event notification 

We have added a set of rich-HTML e-mail messages for event notifications to portal users. In earlier 

portal versions, notifications were sent only from Infor CloudSuite as plain text or simple-HTML. Now 

you can choose to send messages right from the portal, and the messages are formatted with links 
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and images using IPF layouts and field display formats. Portal developers can also create custom 

rich-HTML messages to be sent from the portals, using the same development tools and many of 

the same styling features that are used to create portal pages.  

Service 

Closing service orders 

We added a Close SRO button to the Service Orders form to facilitate closing a service order. The 

system does not always close a service order when necessary because of all the options and levels 

that can be associated with a service order. Now, you can click Close SRO to launch the Service 

Order Close Utility with the service order number pre-populated. We also added the Only Closed 

Working Status Codes check box to the Service Order Close Utility. For users who leverage the 

SRO Working Status to route a service order through its process, you can use this new check box to 

run the Service Order Close Utility for only service orders with a closed working status. 

Service Contract Renewal Listing Report 

We changed the name of the Service Contract Annual Renewal Listing Report to Service 

Contract Renewal Listing Report and updated the report to include all service contracts. Use the 

new Days Look Ahead field to be proactive when considering a renewal date. Use the new billing 

frequencies check boxes to select which billing frequencies to include in the report. 

Tax Interface 

Change to Tax Interface web service calls 

In previous versions, when a transaction used the Avalara AvaTax Interface, the application 

performed a direct call to the third-party Web service. For cloud-based applications, we now use an 

internal relay web service on the domain. The application makes a secure call to the relay service, 

and the relay service then makes the call to the third-party web service. This required a change to 

the Configuration Wizard, so you can now install a Tax Interface Web service component that is 

used for AvaTax or Taxware Enterprise. We also made changes to the URLs that are used in the 

configuration of the AvaTax and Taxware Enterprise services. 

Fourth Shift data conversion 

We created the mappings to migrate Infor Fourth Shift data to Infor CloudSuite using the migration 

utility. See the Infor CloudSuite Industrial and Business Infor Fourth Shift Migration Example 

document for an example migration sequence to follow. We added a new import rule to be used to 

set up account numbers and unit codes. 
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Framework Enhancements 

New form to create and edit extended stored procedures from the cloud 

We have added a new Create Stored Procedure form, which allows form developers to create 

_extgen versions of selected stored procedures. This form is accessible by means of a new button 

on the Sql Tables form or by direct access.  

Integration of Mongoose with Infor Federated Services, Phase 1 

We have completed the first phase of the integration of Mongoose to the new Infor Federated 

Services (IFS), Cloud Edition (CE). This new version is based on PingFederated, and specifies 

multiple requirements for applications that will integrate to it. This first phase implements a subset of 

these requirements to enable the Mongoose web client to continue to have Single Sign-On (SSO) 

capabilities with other applications using IFS, such as when running inside Ming.le. The process 

uses Business Object Documents (BODs) to synchronize user account information and authorization 

group information to and from IFS.   

New error message option for InCollection validators 

A new option has been added to InCollection validators, Exception to Back End Message. This is 

useful in cases where data is being retrieved from an external application, and the external 

application returns an error message. This option uses the error message text and makes it 

available as the back end error message, which can then be displayed in the error message string, 

using the %B substitution keyword. This option is also available for method call validators.  

Subform hosting user control 

Developers can now create a form and then add a user control that acts as a portal to host other 

forms. This user control makes it possible to create dashboard-type user interfaces. The forms are 

laid out within a grid and can be moved by dragging within the user control display. The forms also 

have the ability to interact with one another.  

Modified Inbound BUS service 

We modified the InboundBus service so that it can be installed multiple times on the same computer, 

so as to run against a particular configuration specified at installation time.  
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Administrator control over remote user access 

We now provide administrator control over which users, if any, are permitted to access an 

application using the smart client, WinStudio.exe, over a network connection. This is done with a 

new process default, Remote WinStudio Sessions, which can be set to allow all users, no users, or 

only selected users to have remote access.  

Option to reference global variables in Enabled/Required/Visible When 
Expressions 

Previously, to create a VariableValue expression for a conditional action to reference a global 

variable, you had to modify the expression. (VariableValue expressions, by default, use syntax to 

reference only form variables). We added a check box to the Edit Value Expression dialog box, so 

that you can reference a global variable if you want to. 


